Application Note

Early Rehabilitation with the FLOAT
for Patients after Extended Bed Rest

Long-term bed rest in isolation and/or treatment in the ICU can cause devastating complications
leading to persistent weakness, functional disability and decreased exercise tolerance. Early and persistent loss of skeletal muscle of severe critically ill patients occurs early and rapidly during the first
week of bed rest and ICU admission. The resultant muscular atrophy leads to persistent functional
disability that compromises patients long after discharge from hospital. (Vanhorebeek et al., 2020)
Patients discharged after lengthy bed rest or ICU stay, encounter not only muscle wasting, but may
also suffer from the impact of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). (Thompson et al., 2017)
For such patients it’s extremely important to establish early intervention exercise and recovery programs to improve not only muscle strength and physical function, but also to improve lung function.
Yet, physical rehabilitation after the ICU discharge or extended bed rest is still not as common as it
should be. Parry et al. (2017) identified that beside competent and available personnel and equipment, the biggest hurdles to physical rehabilitation are the patent’s psychological state, and safety of
physical activities with lines in situ.

Patients’ physical and physiological state post-ICU or extended bed rest can
hinder an early physical rehabilitation with traditional therapy devices
Patients with muscular atrophy and/or ARDS
after extended bed rest are often


still wheel chair bound and physically too
weak for traditional overground/treadmil
training



require oxygen support and are quickly
out of breath



sometimes still have in situ lines that
need to be taken into account during
physical therapy

Figure 1: Patient post-ICU (Source: BigStock)
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The FLOAT is an innovative, unrestricted, multidirectional overhead body weight
support system providing safe & flexible rehabilitation environment for post-ICU
patients


Can be used directly out of a wheel
chair



Body weight support up to 200 lbs



Continuous fall protection



A wide range of activities possible
from very slow, supported walking
to ADL specific exercises



Therapist have full access to
patients from every side

Figure 2: The FLOAT

The FLOAT 3D Body Weight Support System can provide the ideal physical rehabilitation environment for
stable post-ICU/extended bed rest patients by allowing patients to participate in physical exercise earlier and
in a safer environment.
The FLOAT also allows patients to practice relevant, real-world functional activities, thereby strengthening the
muscles directly associated with successful completion of ADL’s and independence. The body weight support
feature also allows patients to participate in exercise at a lower rate or perceived exertion and reduced burden
on respiratory function. And, exercise intensity can be easily modulated in real-time with no interruption of the
therapy activity required helping patients to avoid potential respiratory distress.
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